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• Not a North Korean area
specialist
• Areas of Focus
• U.S. Foreign Policy
• Strategic Security
• Non-traditional security issues—
trafficking, transnational organized
crime & gangs, counterinsurgency,
counterterrorism, mobilization of
movements
• Sino-U.S. security cooperation

• Conflict Transformation
Operations
• North Korea as one type of an ideal
OPE for CTOPS

Conflict Transformation Operations (CTOPS)
• Began playing with a strategic doctrine
for CTOPS in 2013
• Referenced but neither defined nor
elaborated in military publications;

• Not discussed in the peace and conflict
studies’ literature.

• My working definition

• “A multiplicity of strategies and tactics used
for the purpose of transforming the
conditions both within conflict and
operational environments and employed in
conjunction with other types of
operations.”
• Dr. Abdul Aziz Said’s Fragile Flower—Alternative
Pathways for Conflict Transformation and
Peacebuilding

• Myanmar & North Korea were two
operational environments (OPEs)
where I saw their applicability
• Myanmar: OPE where CTOPS could
only be implemented by civilians
rather than military personnel
• North Korea represented an OPE
where joint civilian-military
cooperation was needed
• Began exploring the NK OPE in fall
2016—Strategic Containment

The North Korea Research
Project
(2016-Present)
• Phase I

• Triangulating NK’s Asymmetric Provocations with a
Multilateral EW/CW Containment Strategy
• Sino-U.S. military and security cooperation

• Phase II

• Framing of U.S. human rights discourse on NK
• Human Rights & the role of the U.S. Congress in
USFP
• Congress, Human Rights, Sanctions & North Korea

• Phase III

• The Trump Administration’s strategic approach
toward North Korea
• Breakdown of dialogue & the role of sanctions

Sanctions have been a point of contention in U.S.-North
Korea relations and each time NK negotiates with the U.S. it
expects and asks for sanctions relief.
Despite NK saying that it would not seek sanctions relief
before the Hanoi Summit, its negotiators did indeed
request a partial relief in return for it taking certain actions.
The Trump administration refused, and the Hanoi Summit
came to an end.
U.S. Congress has since held two hearings to discuss the
progress (or the lack thereof) in U.S.-NK negotiations.
Although members of Congress recognize the sanctions
issue they oppose any sort of sanctions relief to further
dialogue. They support the Trump Administration’s
expansion of the sanctions regime.

Searching for answers…

Research Questions
• How has the U.S. North Korean Sanctions Regime
expanded since it was established in 2008?
• How has it expanded under the Trump
administration?
• Is there a strategic logic to the regime?
• What explains the Trump Administration’s
unwillingness to ease or lift certain sanctions in
the absence of NK taking specific steps toward
the commitments made in the Singapore
summit?

Today’s Agenda…

NK sanctions policy in the literature
Part I

NK Sanctions: A Review of the Literature…
• Highlights the sanction regime (multilateral and
unilateral) and types of sanctions measures (economic,
financial and non-economic)
• Most focus on U.N. rather than U.S. sanctions policy, or
combine the two to debate efficacy

• Lists overarching FP objectives

• Slow, contain or halt NK’s proliferation programs;
• Delegitimize NK’s proliferation activities and deny them external
assistance;
• NK’s adherence to international commitments & obligations
• Peace on the Peninsula & reconciliation of the Koreas

• Discusses the efficacy of the policy option in relation to
the overarching objectives and approach
(swift/graduated)

• Main emphasis is on efficacy rather than strategy or strategic
thought

The Efficacy of Sanctions: Variance & Findings
• The efficacy debate is
concerned with
whether sanctions are
effective as a FP tool to
attain the objectives
set forth by
policymakers.

• Sanctions Regime—Multilateral vs. Unilateral

• Findings: Effectiveness
varies by sanctions
regime, approach to
the regime, types of
sanctions measures,
and length of time in
place.

• U.S. Sanctions Regime

• Multilateral sanctions regimes are in principle more
effective than the U.S. unilateral sanctions regime
• Degree of effectiveness depends on implementation by
China, a key geostrategic state

• The U.S. unilateral sanctions regime has a limited effect.

• Limited effect because of the lack of preexisting
economic and political relations between the U.S. & NK
& type of sanctions measures implemented
• U.S. financial sanctions & maritime sanctions have more
impact

Variance by Sanction Regime Type & Time
Short-Term
• Both have a greater short-term impact on the
targeted state when there is a preexisting economic
and political relationship between the sending and
receiving state.
• Multilateral sanctions have an immediate short-term
impact when they are implemented by key
geostrategic states
• They lose their impact over time due to implementation and
enforcement issues.

• Unilateral sanctions have an immediate, short-term
when:

• there is an economic and political relationship between the
sender and receiver; and,
• an indirect short-term impact on the target (in the absence of
a relationship) when targeted sanctions measures are
imposed on third-parties who do have a relationship with the
targeted entity.

Long-Term

• Both types tend to weaken
overtime due to the
targeted state’s sanctionsbusting activity
• Both have a limited longterm impact on North Korea
due to the vast number of
actors and networks
involved in illicit trade &
their connection to licit
actors and networks.

Variance by Approach
Swift Sanctions Approach
• Sanctioner applies sanctions measures rapidly

• Hit the sanctioned entity hard
• Move quickly from a single measure to a
comprehensive package
• Target all the levels—state, individual and personal.

• Impact

• Easier to implement, regardless of type
• Hard to get support for multilateral application, but
once attained it has the great impact in the shortterm
• Requires a U.S. relationship w/ targeted entities

• NK—Easier to implement after a longer period of
accelerated ‘provocative acts campaign”

Graduated, Targeted Sanctions Approach
• Sanctioner applies pressure on the targeted
entity over time
• Increases the number of targets and measures
applied to strike at their vulnerabilities

• Impact
• Harder to implement in the case of multilateral sanctions
• Easier to implement in the case of unilateral sanctions
• Requires support for either direct or indirect cooperation
for implementation; financial measures are different.

• NK—the degree and nature of the
relationship between the sanctioner and the
sanctioned entity matter as well.

Variance by Sanctions Measures: Economic Sanctions
• To damage the target’s ability to obtain and
use economic resources, thus undermining its
objectionable conduct directly.
• Short-term, immediate impact
• Used to target the state, individuals and entities

• Targets

• Trade, supply and demand, and specific sectors
of the economy as well as imports and exports
for the purpose of containing the economic
activity of the target

• Effect

• Inefficient utilization of capital and labor
• Worsening expectations of household and
businesses
• Decreases in savings, investments and
employment.”
• Greater impact on North Korean society rather
than the government.

• Economic sanctions are more effective if the
economic pain imposed on the target can be
converted into political coercive pressure and the
bargaining conditions between the sending state
and the receiving state are more compatible.
• Receiving state must be an active participant in the
global economy and liberal economic order

• North Korea’s participation in the global market
economy and liberal economic order are limited
and its trade with the U.S. outside of
humanitarian goods has been almost nonexistent; thus both multilateral and unilateral
sanctions have a limited effect.
• Contain economic growth
• Fail to reduce trade

Variance by Sanctions Measures: Financial
Sanctions
• To take advantage of “the globalized
nature of currency markets, financial
flows and insurance patterns” by
targeting the modalities of their trade.

• Financial flows underlie all aspects of trade;
thus they have a major impact.

• Targets (Finance market, currency,
investment and insurance)

• Financial brokers and banking institutions;
• Revenue derived from overseas worker
programs and, more recently, tourism
• Insurance firms insuring cargo and ships

• NK financial sanctions measures are
more difficult to evade and their effects
are less diffused throughout North
Korean society.
• They also do not require multilateral
cooperation.

• This is in large part because of the
dominance of U.S. influence in global
financial markets and the role of the U.S.
dollar in currency exchanges and reserves.

• Foreign banking and financial
institutions have a strong interest in
complying because of the impact on
credibility and operations

Variance of Sanctions’ Efficacy by Sanctions
Measures: Non-Economic Sanctions
• Non-economic sanctions include diplomatic/political sanctions, military
sanctions and technological sanctions.

• Diplomatic/political sanctions include limiting or prohibiting participation in international
political and/or international organizations, denial of visa privileges and other travel related
impediments, and reduction in the level of diplomatic relations between governments.
• Military sanctions include embargoes and/or preventing or limiting military assistance or
cooperation.
• Technological sanctions aim to impair the technological development of a country either in
specific ways (such as denial of assistance with the development of an important national
resource or economic opportunity) or more generally.

• Non-economic measures are cited in the selected literature on North Korea, but
they are not really discussed in detail.

Gaps in the Literature: Efficacy vs. Strategy
Efficacy

Strategy

• Use of overarching policy objectives
(multilateral or FP/NS) rather than objectives
set forth by the sanctions regime type and its
corresponding variables (approach, sanction
measures and time)

• Richard Nephew’s The Art of Sanctions is the
only comprehensive piece of scholarship
examining sanctions as a strategy.

• Failure to assess the NK sanctions regime as a
part of a broader FP/diplomatic approach

• His work is important because he:

• Failure to assess how the nature of the
security environment impacts the way the NK
sanctions regime is used
• Sanctions is one plan of action in a multitude of
calibrated strategies adopted to address the
perceive NK threat

• North Korea is not his focus, however.

• Places in context sanctions as a part of U.S.
foreign policy strategy;
• Examines how sanctions work in practice and
how they ought to be configured to fit,
complement and support a broader national
security strategy to address a particular problem;
and,
• Provides an organized, systematic way to better
examine and understand sanctions regimes.

Major Problems in the Study of NK Sanctions
Policy
• Focus on specific sanctions measures within a defined temporal period, and then make broad
sweeping generalizations about either the multilateral or unilateral sanctions regimes
• Focus on broad policy objectives rather than those derived from the entity/entities responsible
for the sanctions regime

• E.G., In the U.S., the emphasis should be on the objectives derived from the multitude of executive orders and
congressional legislation imposing sanctions, the rules and regulations passed for implementing sanctions,
and the strategic objectives of the executive agencies responsible for implementing sanctions
• Broad policy objectives are important for sanctions analysis, but more for understanding sanctions in relation
to the actual policy approach adopted

• Failure to focus on sanctions strategies and the strategic thought behind them prevents a more
thorough understanding about:
• Policy breakdown (from formulation to implementation)
• How to fine tune or change the sanctions regime
• The impact of the policy/security environments in which the regime is implemented

Why study sanctions strategy and strategic
thought in the Trump administration period?
• The 2017 NSS solidified a transition in USFP that was introduced first during the
Bush Administration and emphasized in the Obama administration.
• Transition from a primary emphasis on traditional, kinetic means of warfare to non-kinetic
means that are just short of warfare to address national security threats that cannot be
solved completely by diplomacy, and the increasing use of economic tools for that purpose

• Geoeconomic statecraft being made a key pillar of the administration’s NSS and
the expansion of the use of sanctions as a tool of statecraft to:
• Alter the dynamics of the security environment where geopolitical competition is taking
place between the U.S., China and Russia;
• Target actors like North Korea who aim to exploit the regional and global competition
between the U.S., China and Russia in order to shift dynamics in their favor;

• The power and problem of sanctions in U.S.-North Korea relations

Methodology: Framework for Analysis
• Rooted in and builds on Richard
Nephew’s framework for analysis
that is articulated in the Art of
Sanctions, which places emphasis
on identification of the following
variables for understanding
sanctions strategy:

• Legal and organizational framework of
the sanctions regime
• Sanctions regime type
• Approach to Sanctions
• Types of sanctions measures

Methodology
• Analysis of the DOT’s documents on structure, organization, etc. and both
Executive Orders, public laws and the CFR on powers and chain of authority for
the purpose of understanding the operational environment in which economic
policy and sanctions are formulated.
• Comparative Analysis of the DOT’s 2014-2017 and 2018-2021 Strategic Plans for
the purpose of identifying the mission statement and strategic objectives of its
foreign and national security policy obligations; and, to understand the
transitionary period between Obama and Trump overlap in strategic objectives.
• Analysis of executive orders, public laws and regulations that comprise the legal
regime of NK sanctions and OFAC’s policy documents to trace how the sanctions
regime evolved.

Methodology
• Analysis of congressional hearing testimonies of administration officials
and selected speeches and interviews given by President Trump, Secretary
of State Pompeo, and Deputy Secretary of State Stephen Biegun (former
U.S. Special Representative to North Korea) for the purpose of
understanding ow key actors in the administration framed the NK sanctions
regime.
• Analysis of the NSS for the purpose of identifying the foreign policy and
national security priorities of the Trump administration in relation to NK.
• Analysis of the NDS and IPS for the purpose of understanding the
administration’s framing of the security environment and the strategic
approach adopted to navigate the environment.

Part II

The NK Sanctions Strategy

Introduction to the DOT
• The DOT has been at the forefront of U.S. efforts to
use economic means for the advancement of its
national security and foreign policy objectives.
• Section 301 of Title 3 of the U.S. Code authorizes
the U.S. president to delegate his powers to the
heads of the executive agencies.
• In the case of sanctions, authority is delegated to
the DOT in consultation with the Department of
State (DOS).
• The secretary of the treasury then delegates this
authority to the appropriate departments according
to the policy issues areas under their jurisdiction.

TFI and OFAC
• The Office of Terrorism and
Financial Intelligence (TFI) is
responsible for providing policy,
strategic and operational direction
to the DOT on issues relating to
terrorist financing, financial crimes
including money laundering and
counterfeiting, and other offenses
that threaten the integrity of the
financial system, sanctions
programs, implementation of the
Bank Secrecy Act, enforcement
matters, intelligence analysis and
coordination, and oversight of the
department’s security functions
and programs.

• The Office of Foreign Asset Control
(OFAC), which is under the TFI, is
responsible for administering the
sanctions programs based on U.S.
foreign policy and national security
goals.
• Other departments are responsible
for other specific issue areas.
However, in practice, each
department coordinates with other
actors within and outside of the
DOT

DOT’s Mission
• To “maintain a strong economy
by providing conditions that
enable economic growth and
stability at home and abroad;
strengthen national security by
combating threats and
protecting the integrity of the
financial system; and, manage
the U.S. government’s finances
and resources” (Department of
Treasury 2014 and 2018).

• The second component of the mission is
of particular concern for this study
• To strengthen national security by
combating threats and protecting the
integrity of the financial system

• The DOT’s strategic plans outline the
strategic objectives for the mission

• The 2014-2017 strategic plan covers the
latter part of the Obama administration
while the other one covers the Trump
administration.
• There are slight differences by
administration in the articulation of the
goals and objectives. Through these
difference we are able to better understand
how strategic thought has evolved in U.S.
sanction regimes.

DOT’s Strategic Goal
• Both of the DOT’s strategic plans share the same goal, which is to
safeguard the financial system and use financial measures to enhance
national security.
• They diverge slightly in the strategic objectives outlined for this goal.

• The strategic objectives guide policy and actions of each of the DOT’s
departments.
• This means they must be taken into consideration when attempting to
understand the NK sanctions regime and how strategic thinking evolved.

DOT’s Strategic Objective 1
2014-2017 Plan

• To identify the financial
resources of targeted actors and
their networks and to deter and
deny their ability to access the
U.S. financial system.

2018-2021 Plan

• To identify priority threats and
to disrupt and dismantle their
ability to raise, use and move
financial resources through the
U.S. financial system.

Actors, Networks & Priority Threats
• Actors refer to countries, individuals and
entities and their networks.

• 2014-2017: actors who attack the U.S.
homeland or critical infrastructure, threaten
or attack U.S. citizens abroad and/or U.S.
allies, engage in proliferation and/or use
WMD, commit mass atrocities, and engage in
transnational organized crime.

• Priority threats are defined by the NSS; thus
there is variance in each strategic plan.

• 2018-2021: state and non-state actors who
exploit the U.S. system, economy, intellectual
property and personal data; target the nation
and maritime sectors and place U.S. critical
infrastructure at risk; pose a nuclear,
chemical, radiological, biological or terrorist
threat; and revisionist powers, rogue states,
and transnational threat organizations who
compete in traditional political, economic and
military areas and use technology and
information to the shift regional balance of
power in their favor.

• 2014-2017 plans refers to networks while the
2018-2021 plan does not; however, in practice,
the OFAC has adopted a network-based
approach since the Bush administration.

Threats to the U.S. & International Financial
Systems
• In both plans, the targeted actors are
defined as threats to the U.S. and
international finance systems.

• An explanation for the perceived threats
is provided in the 2018-2021 plan.

• According to the plan, the nature of
the “interconnectedness of the
international finance system means
that both threats and vulnerabilities
are inherently global in nature ad that
illicit activity occurring outside the U.S.
financial system can directly
undermine the integrity of our system”
(p. 26).

Purposes for Identifying Targets
• The first purpose is idealistic while the
second is more pragmatic.
• Slight but important variance in the
two plans

• 2014-2017: To “deter and deny” targets
access to the U.S. financial system.
• 2018-2021: To “disrupt and dismantle”
their ability to raise, use and move
financial resources (including assets)
through the U.S. financial system.

• The system is complex and constantly
in flux; actors will change and their
attempts to exploit will evolve.
• Both emphasize the U.S. financial
system, thus signaling that the TFI’s
jurisdiction is territorially bound to
the U.S. economy and financial system
(recall the identification of threats).

Targeting Financial Services, Assets &
Conduits of Supply and Trade
• The second objective in the
2014-2017 plan and the third
objective in the 2018-2022 plan
is:
• To identify and target the financial
services and assets as well as their
supply and trade conduits; and
• To improve and protect the
financial sectors’ critical
infrastructure.

• Financial services refer to those
of and used by targeted actors
whereas supply and trade
conduits refer to the methods
and routes used for the import
and export of goods.

Regulatory Frameworks & Transparency
• Both strategic plans emphasize the importance of regulatory frameworks for the targeting
of vulnerabilities, but the 2018-2021 plan adds an emphasis on transparency.
• Scholars and practitioners have highlighted the importance of legal and regulatory
frameworks to sanctions regimes.

• Experts at panel discussion held by the Atlantic Council in 2019 noted the change in how the DOT’s
emphasis on regulations has contributed to more nuanced, targeted sanctions programs under the
Trump administration.

• Legal council for some of the firms helping business to ensure compliance noted that the
emphasis on transparency has helped them to comply with the sanctions programs.

The OFAC’s NK
Sanctions Regime
• The current regime has been in place
since 2008, when it was established
under the Bush administration
through Executive Order 13466.
• An examination of the legal and
regulatory framework from 2008 to
the present highlights the evolution of
and the OFAC’s strategic thinking
behind the regime.
• The framework is comprised of the
following:
•
•
•
•

Executive Orders
Congressional Acts
Federal Regulations
UNSC Resolutions

Breakdown of the Framework by
Administrations
• BUSH: E.O.s 13382 & 13466, IEEPA, NEA,
Sec. 301 of the USC
• OBAMA: E.O.s 13551, 13570, 136787,
13722; IEEPA, NEA, Sec. 301 of the USC,
NKSEA; Sec. 212(f) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, Arms Control Act; Sec. 5 of
the UNPA, UNSCRs 1718, 1874, 2087, 2094,
2270
• TRUMP: E.O.s 13810, 13849, NEA, Sec. 301
of the USC, Immigration and Nationality
Act; UNPA, UNSCRs 2356, 2371, 2375
***
All EOs after the Bush administration refer
back to EC 13466, which explains why this
particularly legal authority is considered to be
the foundation of the NK Sanctions Regime.
***

Targets in the Bush period
WMD Proliferation, Illicit Activities

Other

• Persons, property and interests of targeted
persons in the U.S. or within the possession
or control of the U.S. who are designated by
the OFAC for either engaging in prohibited
transactions or behavior;

• Prohibiting the registration of
vessels in NK, the ability to
obtain authorization to fly a NK
flag

• Persons who contributed to activities and
transactions of SDNs, including actors who
evade or avoid or attempt to violate any of
laws prohibiting activities or behaviors
• Persons who conspire to help either of the
above categories;

Targets in the Obama
Period
WMD, Arms Trade, Illicit Activities, Cyber
Activities, HRTs, Political Affiliations,
Travel
• Continues the targets from the Bush period
• Adds training, advice or other services provided for
or assistance with transactions related to arms
proliferation
• Adds SDNs involved in illicit activities including
money laundering, counterfeiting, cash smuggling
and narcotics trafficking
• Adds SDNs involved in the arms trade including
provides goods, services and technology to NK for
arms proliferation
• Adds to SDNs NKG officials, NKWP
member/officials & others not per se affiliated
with them but who are acting on their behalf
• Adds to SDNs involved in any industry in the NK
economy and the exporting or re-exporting of
goods

Other
• Incorporating the inclusion of the list of
prohibited items in UNSC including luxury
goods
• Charitable contributions or funds, goods or
services of SDNs
• Restricting access to and travel within the
U.S

Targets in the Trump
Period
Economy, Ports, Aircraft & Shipping Vessels,
Finances, Banking, Credits & Payments, Loans,
Investment, Foreign Exchange, Insurance

• Actors involved in specific economic sectors
including the construction, energy, financial
services, fishing, information and technology,
manufacturing, medical, mining, textiles and
transports industries
• Actors who own, control or operate any port
in NK
• Actors who help to generate funds for NK or
provide any other type of financial assistance
that benefits the government, party or SDNs
including foreign financial institutions

Other
• Impose restrictions on vessels and aircraft;
• Funds that originate from and are destined
for or pass through a bank account that is
owned or controlled by NK persons are
blocked
• Transfer of credit & payments
• Loans (up to a certain amount)
• Investment
• Foreign exchange
• Insurance

Temporal Changes

Patterns
• Expansion of
regime following
NK’s provocative
acts and the
passage of both
U.S. congressional
legislation and
UNSC
• Each EO within and
across the
administration
build on and
modify the ones
that came before

• 2010—Expansion of persons, activities (WMD, arms proliferation, illicit trade);
behaviors (assistance to providing training, advice and other services);
incorporation of UNSCRs into the sanctions regime, which expands the list of
sanctioned goods.
• 2015—Expands the targets from NK regime officials to the NK elite connected to but
not per se government or party officials; prohibits those from entry into the U.S. who
are connected to but not per se NK government or party officials; and, targets
charitable contributions, funds, good or services to regime or party officials or others
acting on their behalf
• 2016—Increased targeting of NKG, NKWP and Migrants connected to them; blocking
of individuals for HRTs; targets participation in all sectors of the NK economy.
• 2017—Targets specific economic sectors; expands targets for those helping to
generate funds; expand travel restrictions to include aircraft carriers; becomes more
nuanced in the targeting of banks and other financial flows.
• 2018—Most significant expansion of targets in the banking and finance sectors

Conclusion

• The U.S. NK Sanctions regime has expanded over the years in terms of targeted persons,
transactions, and prohibited behavior. It demonstrates a targeted, gradual approach to
the sanctions regime.
• The list of SDNs also expanded to focus more on the actors within the network of
targeted actors; that is, third-party designations were critical to the expansion and thus
increasing the impact on North Korea.
• Although the U.S. and North Korea do not have direct political and economic relations
the latter’s dependence on China and the increased targeting of actors, transactions, etc.
of third parties has increased the reach the regime. We have seen even more Chinese
targets who are engaged in sanctioned activities under the Trump administration.
• The OFAC’s adoption of a more nuanced approach to sanctions under the Trump
administration has also contributed to both the expansion of the regime and the number
of targets. As the literature highlighted, finances underpin the economy, trade, etc.
Thus, a more aggressive approach to targeting the banking and finance sectors and the
actors who are facilitating funding to NK is significant.
• It takes time for the impact of the sanctions to be felt, and NK is likely to engage in more
provocative actions in the near future as they do begin to bite even more.

• Any sort of U.S. unilateral sanctions relief is unlikely outside of North Korea
taking concrete actions to satisfy some of the requirements in
congressional legislation, particularly given North Korea’s failure to abide
by any past commitments.
• At the most recent Congressional hearing, testimony was given by former
CIA officials and one of them argued for the need to consider the easing or
lifting of some sanctions on North Korea if the USG was truly interested in
moving dialogue forward.
• While that would contain the potential for North Korea’s provocative
actions in the near future, it would go against some of the main pillars of
the Trump administration’s national security strategy, weaken the intent of
the U.S. to use geoeconomic statecraft as a means to influence geopolitics,
and not be supported by U.S. Congress.
• NK has to address certain issues in order for a case to be made for
sanctions relief; there are creative ways in which this can occur. However,
NK must have the will to take action.

